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- Earn decent money with your skills, experience and network 
while enjoying a perfect work-life balance

- No need to quit or change your existing job and profession. But, 
take out at least one hour everyday to succeed as a freelancer

- No risks at all because there are no money investments, no 
inventory to be maintained or no unsold produces

Aspiring career seekers | Work from professionals | 
Educated Homemakers | Retired Employees | Passionate 

hobbyists 

Become a 
freelancer to 
work in the 

Global Platforms



How it works?

- A Laptop / Desktop and a Smart Phone with a stable Internet connection is 
essential

- Basic English for oral and written communication is mandatory
- A daily fixed time slot of minimum one hour is recommended.

1. Setup a neat public profile, ideally Linkedin
2. Create freelancer accounts in top 3 global platforms
3. Collaborate with DIstrict Teams to win projects of your choice and 

execute it successfully     



Helping Hand: greenworkforce.in

First 90 days @ ₹1200/-

Explore how the platforms work, Position 
yourself as a freelancer based on 

What you love? 

What you are good at? 

What you can be paid for? and 

What the world needs? 

Showcase your profile and prepare for 
jobs bidding

Year-long Plan @ ₹5200/-

Bid for the jobs everyday. 

Get leads from greenworkforce team.

Collaborate with peers. 

Participate to earn from in-house 
programs

Innovate for the local districts



What kind of freelancing jobs available?

- Global marketplaces have more 65 different categories of jobs including 
Marketing,  Information technology, Engineering, Writing, research, Creative 
and Virtual Assistant etc.

- Entry levels jobs to the expert level assignments are available both for 
individuals and teams

- Hourly rate hiring to fixed priced projects are available

In addition, greenworkforce.in has its own programs like Waste to Wealth, 
Experiential Learning, Micro Nutrients through Edible Weeds and more to engage 
the youth from local districts. 



You are your own Boss!

- The engagement with greenworkforce.in comes with absolute freedom and 
flexibility. But, it requires self discipline and commitment to succeed. 

- Each project or assignment comes with a clear scope of work, budget and 
timeline. Understanding these before starting a freelancing work and then 
executing it as per the agreed terms are critical to grow in the global 
competitive marketplaces.

- We recommend you to develop two or more alternate skills to develop the 
professional journey. Lifelong Learning is an integral part of the job.

- Freelancing is an alternate form of Entrepreneurship, the future of work!



Join today!

The program is brought to you by:

Ygwyn Private Limited

Regd Address: EIC, IIM Lucknow Noida Campus, B1, 
Sector 62, gautam Buddha Nagar, Uttar Pradesh  - 201307

Contact Person: Shashidhar Bhat

M: +91 9871107526
E: sbhat@greenworkforce.in 
W: https://www.greenworkforce.in 

For Payment: Paytm number 9311007526 or UPI 
9311007526@Paytm 
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